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In 2013, members of the World Subud Association and the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation asked Ibu Siti Rahayu for advice on the roles and
responsibilities of the two Subud organizations. Below is an excerpt
concerning the Foundation.

: Ibu Siti Rahayu at a talk in Rungan Sari, Central
Kalimantan in 2012. Photographer: Sofyan Tsang

“MSF was established at *Varindra’s initiative. It turned out that many
members, having seen how the fortunes of enterprises rise and fall, were
willing to give to MSF. Some left bequests; others, having followed
Bapak’s advice and enjoyed success in their enterprise, donated large
sums of money. That money was given freely and willingly; MSF did
not have to ask for it. Members gave out of love and gratitude to Bapak
for what they had received by following the latihan. Although Bapak
was no longer here, members gave to MSF because it carries Bapak’s
name; they felt confident that their donation would be safe and be used
wisely to strengthen Subud for the long term So, MSF is a vehicle for
holding and maintaining Subud assets and for receiving donations and
bequests from members and enterprises for Subud’s long-term stability
and security. MSF focuses on supporting Subud groups round the world
to own latihan premises so that members can worship God freely. In
addition, MSF supports International helpers travel to groups to ensure
that groups follow the latihan in the right way. And, if it has the means,
it supports the Wings.” Ibu Situ Rahayu
*Varindra Vittachi, journalist and senior UN official, was chairperson of the World Subud Council for more than 25
years and played a key role in the development of Subud in the world.
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Mission

Values

The Muhammad Subuh Foundation honors the
name of the founder of Subud, Bapak Muhammad
Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo. It serves to build a
lasting financial capacity to support the long-term
development of Subud.

As trustees of the Muhammad Subuh Foundation,
we are guided in our work by the following values:

Vision
The Foundation envisages a Subud community
that is active and effective in the world, in many
fields of human endeavor. It supports this vision
by providing financial and other assistance to a
wide-range of activities and programs aimed at
improving the condition of the communities they
serve, including social and humanitarian work,
cultural endeavors, child and youth projects, and
others.

: Bapak Muhammad Subuh (1901-1987)
Photographer: Simón Cherpitel

In making decisions and carrying out our actions
we are committed to working through personal
integrity and best practice combined with inner
guidance and common sense.
We base our relationship with donors, recipients
and the community on transparency, candor and
mutual trust.
We value diversity of the human spirit and recognize
the uniqueness of each human being and culture.
We believe in effecting sustainable change that has
transformational goals and measurable positive
outcomes, recognizing that how things are done is
as important as what is done
The year 2012 was a time to look back and reflect
while at the same time moving forward, a time for
us to look inwardly and take action outwardly in
our Subud world. It has been 21 years since the
Muhammad Subuh Foundation was established and
as we look back we note that the groundwork laid
by the first MSF trustees progresses today.
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Message from
the Chair

“The Trustees have pledged themselves to follow Bapak’s injunction
that the Muhammad Subuh Foundation would ‘look after money
well,’ so that members who make bequests and donations may have
full confidence that they will be prudently and trustworthily handled
in accordance with their wishes.” Varindra Vittachi, First MSF Chair

T

his year we continued our
support to the national Subud
organizations with the Subud
Houses program; the Foundation
awarded an additional grant
to Subud DR Congo for the
completion of the Kinshasa Subud house.
With its grant program to support the International
Subud organizations, the Foundation also provided
support for World Subud Association (WSA)
programs which was used to fund the work of
International Helpers, Subud Education Fund (SEF),
Subud Youth, publications in Spanish and the
History of Subud. A two-year grant was awarded
to SDIA and the Foundation provided support for
the SICA strategic planning initiative.
About US $92,000 in grants was spent in 2012 for
those grant programs.
In addition, the Foundation signed an agreement
with WSA to support and implement the
preservation of the audio recordings of Bapak’s
talks. This Archives project focused on the need
to digitize original recordings made by Bapak
Muhammad Subuh. Many of these original tapes

were in danger of being lost forever or of becoming
inaccessible because of the fast technology changes.
In 2012 the Foundation spent more than US
$170,000 for the project (from a budget of US
$210,000) and an additional US $60,000 has been
budgeted for 2013 after it was found that an extra
1,000 hours of recordings needed more care than
was originally estimated. The project also included
raising awareness among the Subud membership
about the urgent need to preserve these recordings.
On behalf of the Foundation, I would like to express
our sincerest gratitude to Ibu Siti Rahayu who
provided advice on our roles and responsibilities
within the Subud world. We are very grateful for
this advice as we move forward.

“The Trustees have pledged themselves to follow
Bapak’s injunction that the Muhammad Subuh
Foundation would ‘look after money well,’ so that
members who make bequests and donations may
have full confidence that they will be prudently
and trustworthily handled in accordance with their
wishes.”
Today we endeavor to ensure that the work of the
Foundation continues in this manner to achieve
long-term financial viability to support Subud for
generations to come.

The Foundation would like to extend our deepest
appreciation to all of you who have made donations
and for the generous bequests from our dear
brothers and sisters.

Bachtiar Lorot

I would like to conclude with a quote from former
MSF Chairman, Varindra Vittachi, whose dream
launched the Foundation.

Chair / Trustee
Muhammad Subuh Foundation
May, 2013
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Highlights:
Archives Preservation

T

he first known recordings of
Bapak’s talks were made in
Coombe Springs, England in 1957
during Bapak’s first trip abroad.
Bapak is known to have given 34
talks that year, 26 of which were
recorded. Nine of these recordings have been lost,
but six of the nine were transcribed at the time and
the transcriptions still exist.
In the following years, Bapak gave more and more
talks both at home in Indonesia and abroad. During
his lifetime, Bapak Muhammad Subuh gave some
1,700 talks, but today just 1,315 survive.
A review of the original recordings found that
many were in danger of deteriorating and being
lost forever. This led the Foundation to become
involved in the effort to preserve and maintain our
precious archives.
In the second half of 2011, following a joint decision
of WSC (World Subud Council) and MSF, an archives
agreement was signed between the two organizations
for the digitization of the audio recordings of Bapak’s
talks with a budget of more than US $200,000. This
included hiring WSA Archivist Amalijah Thompson
to support the project.

After careful review, Memnon, the Belgian based
audio preservation specialists, was chosen to carry
out this important work. This was followed by a
visit by Bachtiar Lorot (MSF Chair) and Armand
Bisson (WSA Archives Coordinator) to Brussels in
early 2012. Discussions with Memnon’s managing
director confirmed some of the key elements
that were put forward by Amalijah to the WSA
in 2009. This included the need to permanently
monitor the stability of the digitized files, adjust to
changing technologies and control the authenticity
of content.
In September 2012, Memnon informed MSF that
the total number of the audio recordings was 2500
hours, more than originally budgeted for. The
agreement between WSA - MSF was then extended
and an additional budget of US $60,000 was made
available to complete this Archives project in 2013.
At the beginning of the year 2013, 2178 digitized
files were sent to Canberra, Australia where they
have been checked by Amalijah and archival
engineer Tony Hunter.
: Bapak with translator Sharif Horthy. WSC Chair, Varindra Vittachi
(center). Preserving Bapak's talks was a priority for the Foundation in
2012. Photo courtesy: WSA Archives, Canberra
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Amalijah reports that of the 2,178 files possible to
create from those original analogue recordings the
outcome statistics were:

Muhammad Subuh Foundation 2012 Annual Report

10% (220 tape sides) not able
to be digitized or needing
intervention to enable digitization
with unknown result because of
tape deterioration/issues
11.5% referred back for minor
adjustment or checking by Memnon
0.18% (4 tape sides) needing
re-digitization from the original
recording
78% files (tape sides) checked
out OK

( left to right )
: Audio preservation specialists, Memnon, worked on digitizing
the original recordings.
: Original audiotapes are in danger of deteriorating.
: Amalijah Thompson at the WSA archives in Canberra.
: Screenshot from film on the archives project.

“There are many fine recordings of Bapak through
the collection. Good tape recordings can be
amazingly transparent, the natural warmth and
timbre of the human voice can be so perfectly
captured by tape and the presence I’m hearing on
my professional quality monitors of the transfer
to digital is chilling on many recordings marked
3.5 and higher. It’s like being transported back
into the ambience of the room - a very, very cool
experience.” Tony Hunter, archival sound engineer.

Raising Awareness
The Foundation realized there was also a need
to ensure that the Subud membership understood
the work that was needed and how important
our archives are for Subud members today and
in the future. To help achieve this, MSF worked
with Subud enterprises and filmmakers to produce
materials for the Subud membership.
This included a documentary about the Memnon
process produced by Olivia Lorot, a third year
film-making student at a university in Spain, a film
on the importance of preserving Bapak’s legacy,
produced by BPI, a Subud film company based in
Central Kalimantan and awareness raising materials
developed by MSF’s communication agency, begin.
In 2012, a number of presentations about the work
were made at Subud gatherings and congresses
around the world under an initiative dubbed “The
Legacy Project”.
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Funds
Bequests and Endowments:

National Endowments:

Bapak confirmed that the role of the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation is to serve as the receptacle to
receive the bequests of Subud members to support
the long-range stability and development of Subud.

The goal of providing tax benefits to members
who wish to support the long term development of
Subud is a fundamental aspect of the work of the
Muhammad Subuh Foundation.

The Muhammad Subuh Foundation currently has
three permanent endowment funds:

To address this work, the MSF Endowment
Advisory Committee offers national committees
the opportunity to work together with MSF and
forge a cohesive and strong relationship to provide
benefits to members.

The Bapak Legacy Fund was designed to
provide a lasting financial capacity for the Subud
Association. It is a permanently restricted fund
whose principal is held in perpetuity and only
the income and appreciation on the funds may be
distributed.

￼

The Leonard & Aisah Parker Endowment
Fund benefits the development of Subud houses
in Australia.

The Francois & Lucienne Farkas
Endowment Fund supports educational
opportunities and programs for young people in
need around the world, and helps make Bapak’s
talks widely available.

: Bapak with Francois (Feri) Farkas of Subud New York. Daniel
Magnus Cheifetz established the Farkus Fund in 1995 in honor of
Francois and his wife, Lucienne.
Photo Courtesy: WSA Archives, Canberra
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Our
Partners

I

Yayasan Subud
n 1960,with the rapid growth of Subud all
around the world, the founder of Subud,
Muhammad
Subuh
Sumohadiwidjojo,
looked for land where he could establish
an International Subud Center in the
Indonesian capital, Jakarta.

Several hectares of land in a suburb known as
Cilandak were chosen as the site for the new
center. At that time, the area was still mainly rice
paddies and small farms.
Initial funds to buy the land came from the sale of
Bapak’s gold watch and Ibu Siti Sumari’s jewelry
and other personal possessions. Subud members
around the world helped fundraise to develop the

compound. Later, additional land was purchased,
more homes built and a lively, multicultural
community was established. In 1971, Wisma
Subud hosted the 1971 World Congress.
Today, Wisma Subud is managed by Yayasan Subud
(YS), a legally registered charitable foundation in
Indonesia. YS is the owner of the Latihan Hall
and other parts of Wisma Subud, including the
guesthouse.
YS is responsible for the day to day management of
Wisma Subud; this includes procuring equipment,
maintaining roads and the environment and serving
the needs of residents of Wisma Subud, visitors and
local Subud members who come to do latihan here.  

“ In 1960,with the rapid growth of Subud all around the world, the
founder of Subud, Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo, looked for
land where he could establish an International Subud Center in the
Indonesian capital, Jakarta.”

( left to right )
: Bapak in Wisma Subud, Cilandak.
: " Latihan Hall, completed in 1971 in time for the
Fourth Subud World Congress.
: Guest House today.
: Latihan Hall today.
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“ The year 2012’s most notable achievement has been the pleasing
performance of Adi Puri, which is now more than breaking even
in meeting its operating costs and is even making regular monthly
contributions to fund the Archives unit as compensation for the use of
the space originally allocated for archives within the building.”
Yayasan Muhammad Subuh

Fundacion Muhammad Subuh

Yayasan Muhammad Subuh (YMS) is an
Indonesian based partner of the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation. YMS is a legally registered
charitable foundation based in Jakarta. Assets held
by YMS on behalf of the World Subud Association
(WSA) include the “Archive House” and Bapak’s
former home in Wisma Subud, Jakarta that has
been transformed into a boutique meeting venue
known as “Adi Puri”. YMS assets also include
the Muhammad Subuh Centre and Eco Village in
Rungan Sari, Central Kalimantan.

Fundacion Muhammad Subuh was legally registered
in Colombia in 1994. It owns the Gran Salon
(Latihan Hall) and some land in Amanecer through
an original grant of US 250,000. Designed by
Muchtar Martins, a Subud architect, the hall is much
admired for its beauty and originality. Designed
for large numbers of people, there is space enough
for simultaneous meetings, which was especially
helpful during the Subud World Congress of 1993,
held at Amanecer. The 2000 square meter hall has
a capacity for 1000 seated people and has seven
rooms surrounding it as an independent annex for
meetings of up to 40 people per room. The hall’s
conference and meeting facilities, coupled with
conference management experience and expertise
developed since 1993, make it a favoured venue for
large and prestigious events and gatherings.

YMS also oversees the maintenance of the Subud
archives and media unit in Indonesia, and operates
a wholly owned business, PT Pancaran Cahaya
Bahagia (PT PCB). PT PCB’s responsibilities
include managing the two YMS assets in Central
Kalimantan.

( left to right )
: Muhammad Subuh Centre, Rungan Sari, Central Kalimantan.
: Eco Village, Rungan Sari.
: Adi Puri meeting venue in Wisma Subud, Jakarta.
: Gran Salon in Amanecer, Colombia

The year 2012’s most notable achievement has been
the pleasing performance of Adi Puri, which is now
more than breaking even in meeting its operating
costs and is making regular monthly contributions
to fund the Archives unit as compensation for the
use of the space originally allocated for archives
within the building.

In 2012, the Muhammad Subuh Foundation
contributed US$ 7,000 towards the renovation of
the Amanecer Gran Salon. MSF has been working
closely with Subud Colombia and other key
stakeholders to support the efforts being made there
to strengthen the Amanecer International Center.
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Grants

“Since 1996, MSF has provided over US $850,000 in
grants and just over US $200,000 in loans to more than
35 Subud groups in over 20 countries.”

Subud Houses

DR Congo - Kinshasa

upporting Subud groups to obtain their
own houses has always been a priority
of the Muhammad Subuh Foundation.
Since 1996, it has provided over US
$850,000 in grants and just over US
$200,000 in loans to more than 35
Subud groups in over 20 countries. The Foundation
encourages members to find ways to ensure these
Subud Houses are self-sufficient. Many groups
rent out their properties or use them to support
enterprises.

Back in 2008, the idea of owning their own
meeting space was something very dear to the
Subud members in Kinshasa. After some setbacks,
a house was bought in 2009 with the help of an
MSF loan and two grants, one from MSF and one
from WSA, totaling US $55,000. There were two
concrete ‘blocks’ on the site; one was to be used
for two main halls and the other for a couple of
apartments which the members would rent out.
This was to provide an income for group activities,
Subud administration and for the upkeep of the
Subud house.

S

In 2012, the Foundation provided funds to the
Subud group in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of
Congo.

At the ‘Gathering of The Americas’ in Vancouver,
the Muhammad Subuh Foundation requested that
the group concentrate on the Subud halls since
the members had nowhere to meet, rather than
finish the apartments first, which is what had been
happening. MSF agreed to send a further US
$12,300 to progress the construction of the halls,
thus providing the group with much needed space.
Further structural problems were uncovered but
the RD Congo team, led by chairperson Cyprien

Pokoti and Zone 5 representative, Rida OdonFrancois Nkokebeke, did their utmost to finish the
halls by November 2012 in time for a visit from the
International Helpers.
“There were some 20 men and 5 women attending.
We had to take turns because one part wasn’t
finished. The site was very well planned, including
two apartments opposite the latihan premises that
will provide rental income.
“Through the support of the Muhammad Subuh
Foundation, the group felt very much at home. To
our great surprise, a floor was laid in while we were
away! So, the group could meet together standing
on solid ground in Kinshasa. The place is quite
centrally located and an ideal place to meet. The
project was strongly supported by the Muhammad
Subuh Foundation and it was impressive to watch
the national chair’s enthusiasm to move this project
forward with the help and support of the local
group.” IH report 2012.
: Kinshasa Latihan Hall before renovation.
: Kinshasa Latihan Hall recent renovations.
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World Subud Association

International Helpers Travel

History of Subud

The Foundation provided US $50,000 to the World
Subud Association (WSA) for a number of activities
that support Subud members and groups around
the world. 					
						

The Foundation provided US $30,000 to support
International Helpers work or about a third of the
funds used in 2012 to cover IH travel costs. In 2012,
International Helpers traveled to 21 countries,
including Cuba, Latvia, Vietnam, DR Congo and
the America’s Gathering in Canada.

In 2012, the Foundation continued its support
of the History of Subud project and provided a
grant of US $5,000 to Harlinah Longcroft, who
leads the writing team. She has been meticulously
researching the development of Subud, beginning
with the birth of Bapak in 1901.

tape to digital, and we continued throughout 2012.
This work is being done professionally, and will,
hopefully continue through 2013. In 2012, 83.5
hours of digitising was accomplished and I have
been able to access interviews that were previously
too faint to hear clearly. This has often been very
useful when writing book three.” Harlinah.

Two volumes have been published so far.
Harlinah is now working on book three.

Bapak’s Talks in Spanish

“The first half of this year was spent compiling
the history of the beginnings of Subud in both
Western and Eastern Canada. These are two very
different stories, in which one can almost “taste”
the atmosphere of those times. In the second half
of the year I have been writing about the start of
Subud in Cuba, Mexico, and the Latin American
countries. I finished this – with the relevant
Chapter Notes, and all the source material filed, in
December.” Harlinah Longcroft, Subud Historian.

The Foundation provided US $5,000 to help the
Spanish Translation Team start up a new project:
to publish new volumes of Bapak’s talks in
Spanish. Working with Leonard Hurd from SPI,
Elisa Sanchez Caballero and her team, focused on
selling these volumes to Subud groups rather than
individual members so that each group could build
a library. One hundred copies of Volume 5 were
printed and sold to groups in nine countries, at
a very accessible price. All copies sold out very
quickly.

The Grant was for the following
purposes:
International Helpers travel:

US $30,000

Care Support Program/ SEF
(Subud Education Fund):

US $7,000

Subud Youth projects : 		

US $3,000

History of Subud: 		

US $5,000

Publications of Bapak’s volumes in
Spanish: 			

US $5,000

Harlinah has been collecting documents of
historical interest, which now form a special
collection within the WSA archives. She has also
worked on collecting interviews from early Subud
members.

: Above
Each year International Helpers travel the globe meeting with Subud
members from all walks of life. In a typical year, the 18 international
helpers make over 80 journeys to approximately 50 countries.

“In 1983, I started interviewing Subud members
who had been in Subud since the early days, and
although in recent years I had less opportunity to
interview members, nevertheless when I get the
chance, I continue as usual. The History of Subud
Interview Collection also includes some tapes made
by groups or other Subud members. In 2011 we
started to transfer these interviews from cassette

“The money we received from MSF via WSA made
it possible to begin this project. We plan to print
one or two books a year. In the past, we did
not have the money to regularly print Bapak’s
talks. Now, thanks to the MSF grant we can, not
only print Volume 5, but we can start a long term
project as we have recouped nearly all the funds
given to us through the sale of these talks. Thank
you so much for being there to support the work
of so many members in the Spanish Translation
Team who donate their work and time and have
done so for many years.” Elisa.

Muhammad Subuh Foundation 2012 Annual Report
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Care Support Programme /
Subud Education Fund

Subud Youth projects

In 2012, the Foundation provided US $7,000 to
help support the aims of the WSA Care Support
Program: to give financial support to Subud
members and their families meeting personal
difficulties (Emergency Fund) or needing support
to undertake an educational project (Education
Fund).

MSF provided US $3,000 via WSA to support
the Subud Youth projects over the past twelve
months. The money has allowed SYAI members to
attend multiple gatherings, congresses and plenary
meetings including the America’s gathering, the
WSA annual meeting, the Subud Britain / Zone 4
gathering, the World Congress organizing meeting
in Puebla, Mexico and many other regional, zonal
and national gatherings.

In 2012, grants which include funds from MSF,
private donations and WSA, were given to students
in DR Congo, Colombia and Ukraine, while
emergency funds were provided to members in DR
Congo, Germany, Tunisia and Tanzania.
Care Support co-coordinator, Arnaud Delune,
says there have been a number of success stories
included Alvira, a young lady from Kalimantan
who was helped in 2009 and 2011 by the Education
Fund and graduated in 2012 as a Registered Nurse
“With the ending of my studies, I feel that I have
made my parents, my husband and my family very
proud because I have now become a Nurse. Besides
making my family happy, I am also grateful that I
can help to take care of my family and others who
are ill and are in need of nursing care.” Alvira

At these meetings, the youth coordinators have
been able to meet with each other, with other
wings and WSA reps to plan for what is going
to be a busy two years in the lead-up to World
Congress.

“This support has allowed us to
build our networks, create concrete
plans of action and establish
a fantastic working relationship
with the WSA, WCOT and
various wings. Thanks again to
MSF for these invaluable funds,
your generous donation is much
appreciated and valued!”
Roland Fraval, SYAI Coordinator Area 1.

and
friends
from in
Subud
in East Java. MSF helped the
:Bjorn
Bapak
greets
children
NewMalang
Zealand.
group build a new Subud House and members are featured in the MSF
Photo
film. courtesy: WSA Archives, Canberra
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SDIA

Capacity Building

The Susila Dharma International Association
(SDIA) was given a two year grant of US $50,000.
The non profit received US $20,000 in 2012. Half
of these funds were used for the GetInvolved!
volunteer program and to support capacity building
within the SDIA network at their annual meeting
at Great Malvern, UK. The remaining funds were
used as sub-grants for two projects: the ‘Bina Cita
Utama’ School in Central Kalimantan and the
‘Primer Infancia’ program in Amanecer, Colombia.

SDIA’s annual meeting was held during the Subud
Britain National Congress and European gathering,
so there was a lively atmosphere both within and
outside the meetings.

GetInvolved!
The GetInvolved! volunteer program supported the
leaders of a two-week Human Force Camp held
at the Anisha Project in India. A dozen ‘young
volunteers’ from five countries came together to
help rural farmers whose livelihoods and stability
have been compromised by the widespread use of
genetically modified seeds and chemical fertilizers
and pesticides.
These volunteers, both Subud and non-Subud
members, sought to further establish ‘Anisha’ in
the region, guide its goals and targets and inspire
local children’s studies.

MSF helped fund the program, which included
a presentation of SDIA’s new visual identity,
discussions on how SD boards can be more
effective, and business meetings.
A review of services provided by SDIA to members,
a Board orientation and workshops on Fundraising,
Civil Society Development Effectiveness and Social
Enterprise were also held.

“We would like to say a special
thank you to the GuerrandHermes Foundation for Peace
(GHFP) for its support, to
generous individuals for their
donations, for the grant made
by MSF via SDIA and as well
as to everyone at the Americas
Gathering who chipped in at
the last minute to enable Indian
youth to attend the camp.” Human
Force Team

( left to right )
: SDIA agriculture project in India.
: Better farming techniques result in bigger harvests.
: GetInvolved! volunteers with the Anisha team.
: Volunteers bring projects to life for local communities.
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Sub Grants
Indonesia - BCU

Fundación Amanecer

The Foundation began its support of the Bina Cita
Utama (BCU) school in Central Kalimantan in
2005. Over the years it has provided more than US
$40,000 in grants mainly to support construction
of new classrooms. The most recent grant came in
2012 when the Foundation provided US $7,000 to
help build three more. The new classrooms have
been instrumental in enabling BCU to grow to its
present size.

MSF and SDIA provided a grant to Fundacion
Amanecer in 2012 to assist the Fundacion in its
partnership with the government to meet the aims
put forward in the government's Comprehensive
Care Plan for children aged 0-5.

The school began with just a dozen students and
now has more than 100, “the little school that could”
has made great strides since it opened. BCU was the
first ‘National Plus’ school to be registered with
the Department of National Education in Central
Kalimantan. National Plus schools incorporate
both national and international curricula. It has
won numerous awards in the province for math
and the arts and has a scholarship program to
support those in need. Some of the students have
gone on to study at major universities.
“Our goal is not to just raise the standard of
education in Central Kalimantan, but to produce
useful, noble human beings who will help this
province grow in a good way.” Karim McDonald,
BCU Principal Counterpart.
( left to right )
: Entrance to BCU school in Central Kalimantan.
: Students from all walks of life attend.
: Some students have gone on to study at major universities.
: Early childhood development is at the core of the
Fundación Amanecer programs.

The project is training the educational staff who
work with the children and their caregivers each
day, and providing nutritional supplements for
the 248 children under 5 and their families in 5
municipalities in the Quindio area . The program
is being implemented in both rural and urban areas
and involves vulnerable, displaced and indigenous
families. The joint funding provided by MSF,
SDIA and other SD National organizations puts
Fundacion Amanecer in a stronger position to add
value and expertise to early childhood education
programs in the region.

" The project is training the
educational staff who work with
the children and their caregivers
each day, and providing
nutritional supplements for the
248 children under 5 and their
families in 5 municipalities in the
Quindio area."
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SICA
The Subud International Cultural Association
(SICA) was granted US $10,000 to support the
development of a new vision for the organization.
Funding was used to bring together SICA board
members and national SICA chairs at The Americas
Gathering in Vancouver to create a shared strategy
for taking SICA to the next level of organizational,
programmatic, and financial maturity.
The key themes at the meeting were: partnerships
and collaborations, creating joint ownership of
programs, sharing best practices and core values,
building institutional memory, and achieving
continuity. Critical to the growth of SICA is the
formation of viable national SICA organizations or
chapters that can partner with SICA, secure public
grant funding, and manage their own programs
as viable cultural service organizations in their
respective countries or zones.

: The SICA team in Vancouver.

“All attendees are most
grateful to have had this
very special opportunity
to meet together. We pray
that the outcomes
of our meeting may prove
to be well worth MSF’s
investment in the growth
and development of
SICA.”
Latifah Taormina, SICA Chair

: Opposite Page
Bapak with his wife, Ibu Siti Sumari during a world tour in 1971.
Bapak would travel the globe many times to support the development
of Subud.
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MSF Communication

The Foundation understands the importance of
being open and transparent so that Subud members
around the world know about the work we do and
the care our trustees take in approving grants. In
2012, we introduced a new look to our Enews and
our website. We also produced a film to explain the
work and history of MSF. Our French and Spanish
translators work to ensure that this information
reaches as many Subud members as possible. MSF
also regularly contributes to the WSA newsletter.

“We hope this renewed
effort to communicate
with Subud members
throughout the world will
help everyone understand
more fully the work of
the Foundation and the
importance of ensuring
that our mission to 'build
a lasting financial capacity
for the Subud community',
is fulfilled.”
Olvia Reksodipoetro, MSF Trustee

(clockwise)
: 1-2 Screenshots from MSF film.
: Ibu Siti Rahayu, Innsbruck 2005.
: Bapak and Varindra Vittachi. Varindra was the first MSF chair.
: 1967 organizational chart for ISC and SBIF, the forerunner of the
Muhammad Subuh Foundation.
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Statement of Financial Position

2012

2011

Assets
618,557
57,409
2,330,561
98,686
112,598
132,222
3,350,033

786,838
51,670
2,201,165
120,070
125,183
137,697
3,422,623

0
89,651
12,008
101,659
3,248,374

15,000
88,074
20,817
123,891
3,298,732

Unrestricted - General Fund
Unrestricted - Designated as Education Fund
Total Unrestricted Net Assets

1,902,924
5,000
1,907,924

2,022,731
5,000
2,027,731

Temporarily Restricted
Permanently Restricted - Permanent Capital Fund

73,056
1,267,394

119,091
1,151,910

Total Funds

3,248,374

3,298,732

Cash
Accounts Receivable & Prepayments
Investments
Notes Receivable Long Term
Notes Receivable from Subud Organisations
Land and Buildings Net of Accumulated Depreciation
Total Assets
Liabilities
Loans from Trustees
Euro loan
Accounts payable
Total Liabilities
Total Net Assets
Funds

Unrestricted
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Statement of Activities
and Changes in Net
Assets

Temporarily
Restricted

2012

Permanently
Restricted

Total

2012

Total

2012

2011

88,680
54,493
176
19,981
17,937
115,539
20,529
3,657
320,992

15,993
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Support and Revenue
Contributions from Subud Members
Dividends
Interest Revenue
Notes Receivable Discount adjustment
Realized gains
Unrealized gains / losses, net
Gains on Foreign Currency exchange rates
Miscellaneous

Net Assets Released from Restrictions
Total Support and Revenue

82,592
23,552
165
19,981
7,752
44,015
14,565
1,581
194,203

6088
0
0
0
0
5,064
0
0
11,152

57,188

-57,188

251,391

0
30,941
11
0
10,185
66,460
5,964
2,076
115,637

-46,036

115,637

222
40,055

280
56,550

320,992

56,550

Expenses
Programs:
Grants for Subud houses
Grants to World Subud Association
Grants Other
Archive fundraising
Archives preservation
Repairs and maintenance
Depreciation Expense on LongTerm Assets
Total Program Expenses
YMS loan written off
Management and General
Total Expenses

12,300
50,000
30,000
29,986
171,590
6,167
5,475
305,518

12,300
50,000
30,000
29,986
171,590
6,167
5,475
305,518
154
154

65,679
371,197

20,000
60,000
25,027

65,833
371,351

5,475
110,502
57,039
67,757
235,298

371,351
-50,359
3,298,733
3,248,374

71,445
121,345
22,966
451,054
-394,504
3,693,237
3,298,733

Other Gains/Losses
Unrealized Loss/(Gain) on Managed Portfolio
Unrealized (Gain )/Loss on Investments
(Gains )/Losses on Currency differences
Total Expenses and Losses
Change in Net Assets
Net Assets Beginning of Period
Net Assets End of Period

371,197
-119,806
2,027,730
1,907,924

0
-46,036
119,092
73,056

154
115,483
1,151,911
1,267,394
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Statement of Activities and
Changes in Net Assets
Gifts
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300,000
200,000

Gifts
Grants
Assets

100,000
0

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Grants

300,000
200,000
100,000
0

2006
Assets

6,000,000
4,000,000
2,000,000
0

2006

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

179,087
76,379
3,414,173

234,255
257,490
4,268,380

208,648
196,386
2,960,014

242,509
192,069
3,709,407

255,650
184,199
3,812,493

2011
15,993
105,027
3,422,623

2012
88,680
92,300
3,350,033
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Highlights Of the MSF's Investment Portfolio
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The value of the managed investment portfolio at 31 December 2012 was US $2,260,130. Total return on
the portfolio in 2012 was 10 percent. Cumulative appreciation over the past three years was 13.3 percent.
Average annual return for that period was 4.2 percent.
The managed portfolio includes a portion of MSF’s general fund and all of the three endowment funds
MSF holds: the Bapak Legacy Fund, the Farkas Fund, and the Parker Fund. Each of those funds’ respective
portion of the managed portfolio at 31 December 2012 was as follows:
General Fund: USD 992,736
Bapak Legacy Fund: USD 691,931
Farkas Fund: USD 499,278
Parker Fund: USD 76,185
The managed portfolio is fully invested and its asset allocation is close to the agreed target allocation.
Equity investments account for 43.6% (target 45%), fixed income represents 34.7% (target 35%), cash
11.3% (target 10%) and other assets 10.5% (target 10%). Investments denominated in US dollars represent
48.9% of the portfolio; the remainder is split between EUR (27.3%) and other currencies (23.8%).

Markets in 2012 and outlook
2012 eventually returned a strong performance across most equity and fixed income markets. US total
return stock and bond indices amounted to 16.1% (US MSCI Index) and 4.2% (Barclays Aggregate Index)
respectively. Equity and bond returns in other developed markets were stronger due to the depreciation
of the dollar and the declining risk premium in European bonds: 17.9% (MSCI Developed Non-US Index)
and 13.3% (Barclays Aggregate Europe Index) respectively.
After a strong start in the first quarter of 2012, fuelled by the two large financing operations of the
European Central bank (ECB), the market was overwhelmed by concerns in the Eurozone, notably the
Greek debt exchange and the solvency of other southern European sovereigns and banks (Spain and Italy,
as Portugal is already in an International Monetary Fund (IMF) program).

In a combined effort, central banks gave investors
reasons to be confident at the beginning of the summer.
The US Federal Reserve pledged to keep interest
rates low until 2015 and continue bond purchases in
the market (quantitative easing) until employment
improved.
The ECB promised unlimited bond
purchases for ailing Eurozone members submitting to
an IMF-like program. While no Eurozone member
has done so since then, the announcement removed
the risk of a short-term Eurozone implosion.

MSF'S INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
Investment Categories

From then onwards, all perceived risk assets,
including both equities and bonds–-even high yield
and peripheral and emerging market bonds–rallied
substantially. Beyond confidence in the Eurozone,
the general rally was helped in the last months by
the improved outlook in China as well as Japan. In
addition, record low yields on bonds of the strongest
sovereigns are pushing investors into riskier assets in
a hunt for yield.
With such a high starting point, outlook for 2013 is
dominated by fear of event risk (budget in the US,
elections in Italy) and its impact on equity and high
yield valuations, while the economic outlook in the
US and Europe remains weak and austerity measures
are still being added.
Continued low interest rates and quantitative easing
in developed markets are, however, powerful tools.
They have generated strong currency movements
(devaluation of the YEN against the US dollar and
an appreciation of the EUR). They are also enticing
large institutional investors to increase their equity
holdings, as bond yields are currently too low to
meet their pension or insurance obligations. This
rotation out of bonds could continue to support
equity markets, even if volatility returns.

43.6% Equity
10.5% Other
11.3% Cash & Equiv.
34.7% Fixed income
Primary Currencies

23.8% Other
27.3% EUR
48.9% USD
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Our Team

Donors 2012
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The trustees and staff of the Muhammad Subuh Foundation would like to express our sincerest
appreciation to members who have made donations and to our late brothers and sisters who, through
their bequests, are helping the Foundation to continue its work.
Legacy Project
Myriam Ramsey
Hardwin & Mariam Blanchard
Latidjah Miller
Rohana Broadnax
Deborah Lynne McGill and Hassan Bustillo
Ra’uf Ramsey
Lucas Boladian
Lionnell and Loretta Covert
Frederick and Melanie Branchflower
Agatha Czuba
Hamilton and Lalia Helmer
Lucas Roldan
Subud Manchester
Participants to the Auckland Meeting - New
Zealand
Participants to the Three Rivers Gathering USA
Participants to the Menucha Gathering - USA
Participants to the Zones 1 and 2 Council
Meeting,Rungan Sari - Indonesia
Rungan Sari Subud Group - Indonesia
PT Kalimantan Usaha Bahagia,
Rungan Sari, Indonesia

MSF
MSF General Fund
Leonard Sivley
Anonymous
Rohana Darlington
D. Surkaty (in memory of Lois Chappel)
Lester & Pauline Sutherland (for Rahman
Connelly & Bradford Temple)
Subud Portland
Bedford Subud Group
Matthew Jack
Saul Jover Davo (on behalf of Jose Luis
Jover Davo)
Rohana Alkaitis

Trustees

National Liaisons

Translators

Bachtiar Lorot, Chairman and Trustee
Luke Penseney, WSA Chair ex-officio Trustee
Lawrence Fryer, Treasurer
Olvia Reksodipoetro, Trustee
Hannah Baerveldt, Trustee
Lailani Moody, Trustee
Heloise Jackson, Trustee

French
Francoise Ivanoff
Arnaud Delune
(the late) Samuel Chapleau
Spanish
Miriam Padilla
Maryam Roldan
Arif Rivero
Emmanuel Fajardo
Germán (Sebastián) Alvarez
Ayala
Martin Fisco

Earmarked for Youth Travel
Anonymous

Service Providers

Earmarked for Translations into Spanish,
Russian or Vietnamese
Anonymous

Suzanna Dayne / Mardiyah Miller Design and Communication
www.beginchange.co

Britain
Dorothea Hamidah Rogers
Canada
Lester Sutherland
Colombia
Samuel (Sharif) Marcks
France
Francoise Ivanoff
Liliane Tavakilian
Harlinah Chalom
Germany
(the late) Hermina Ruetz
Indonesia
Aryati Prawoto
Lita Arida Fitriani
Japan
Saodah Kimiko Hayashi
New Zealand
Judy Gibb
Norway
Raymond Hemsen
R.D. Congo
Arnaud Delune
Spain
Jorge Guerin
USA
Maria Wallington

Executive
Rayner Sutherland, Executive Director
Lillian Shulman, Administrator
Elwyn Waugh, Accountant
Investment Advisors Team

Amalijah Thompson, Archive Consultant

Miriam Padilla, Donor Relations Legacy Project
Jorge Bustillo Legal Representative in Colombia

www.msubuhfoundation.org

